Abstract-In this paper, we propose a multi-level fault-tolerant storage cluster called MFTS, which provides flexible reliability for a wide variety of applications. MFTS makes use of a reliability upper-bound (i.e., Parameter r) to guide the process of adjusting fault-tolerance levels, i.e., i-erasure(s) and i 2 f1; 2; . . . ; rg. In particular, MFTS can map an appropriate coding scheme to an application with individual reliability requirements. MFTS is capable of partitioning multi-level reliable storage using a virtual storage space, thereby adapting to any changing reliability demands of applications. We present the implementation of the MFTS system, which adopts an intersecting zigzag sets code (IZS code) rather than replication or general-purpose erasure codes. Our MFTS has three salient features: partial updates, fast reconstructions, and minimal overhead of fault-tolerance level transitions. To quantify performance optimization in our storage cluster, we compare IZS-enabled MFTS with two storage clusters equipped with the Vandermonde-and Cauchy-Reed-Solomon codes. The experimental results show that: 1) three schemes have comparable user-response-time performance in both the operational and degraded modes; 2) MFTS outperforms the other two alternatives by up to 26.1 percent in the offline reconstruction case; 3) MFTS speeds up the online reconstruction by up to 23.7 percent over the other two schemes with marginal increase in user response time.
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INTRODUCTION
I N large data centers, data loss is unacceptable for many applications like banking systems, E-mail servers, and weather forecasting systems. Three-way replication is one of the most popular fault-tolerant techniques used in modern distributed storage systems (e.g., the Google file system [1] and the Hadoop system [2] ). Although the replication is of high-performance, it inevitably leads to low storage utilization. Extra space for replicas can cost additional millions of dollars for a large-scale data center. To construct inexpensive large-scale storage systems, one can rely on erasure codes to fully utilize capacity of storage devices [3] , [4] . Erasure codes are deployed in realworld storage systems, such as OceanStore [5] , FAB [6] , Pergamum [7] , and Azure [8] , etc. From the perspective of applications, it is desirable to provide an appropriate fault-tolerance level for each application's data. Therefore, we design a Multi-level Fault-Tolerant Storage cluster (MFTS) to dynamically offer multiple redundancy levels at run time. To achieve high performance, we incorporate an erasure code with optimized maintenance into the MFTS system. Data volume has continuously increased over the last decade [9] . The massive amount of data that need to be archived leads to large-scale clustered storage, and commodity-based storage clusters have continued growing in popularity because of their cost-effectiveness and scalability. Modern large-scale storage clusters inevitably and frequently experience failures; therefore, it is important to take storage reliability into account. These phenomena motivate us to improve availability for storage clusters by tolerating one or multiple node failures to deliver non-stop storage services to applications.
There are a variety of data-intensive applications like web-search, E-mail server and database system, each of which has specific reliability requirements. For instance, a Hadoop storage system stores each chunk in a triplemirrored way to provide resiliency [2] , and a mirror file system keeps an extra copy in a remote backup site to tolerate disasters [10] . Furthermore, the reliability requirements of an application may change during its execution. For example, to tolerate data loss caused by a single failure, an E-mail server may employ a RAID-1 or RAID-5 system according to performance and capacity requirements.
Recently stored E-mail files are more likely to be accessed than those E-mails saved a couple of months ago. In this case, the E-mail server can keep an extra copy for recent Email files in RAID-1 for good I/O performance, and save old email files using RAID-5 to improve storage utilization. Therefore, to meet such dynamically changing reliability requirements of applications, it is necessary to develop storage systems offering multiple fault-tolerance levels.
It is straightforward to adopt multiple fault-tolerant schemes to realize a multi-level reliable storage system. For example, one may employ mirroring, RAID-6, and (k þ 3, k)
Reed-Solomon codes to tolerate one, two, and three failures, respectively. When a system administrator intends to upgrade the fault-tolerance level from level 2 (i.e., 2-faulttolerant) to 3, it is time-consuming to recompute all redundant data from the original data. Even worse, rebuilding a failed node requires reading all of the data in k surviving nodes, leading to the problem of maintenance bandwidth.
The goal of this study is to develop a multi-level faulttolerant storage cluster with minimal maintenance overhead caused by modifying data blocks, reconstructing failed nodes, or altering fault-tolerance level. This goal is achieved by proposing an implementable design for the Intersecting Zigzag Sets codes (IZS codes) [11] . Our MFTS system has the following three optimization techniques: (1) Efficient modification via partial updates-only data fragments needed for modification are read or written.
(2) Fast reconstruction via exact updates-only data fragments needed for reconstruction are read. (3) Minimal overhead of fault-tolerance transitions-enabling or disabling certain parity nodes to change fault-tolerance levels. This paper's contributions are summarized as follows:
We propose a framework of multi-level fault-tolerant storage system or MFTS, which provides flexible reliability for a wide variety of applications according to data features and access patterns. MFTS can map applications to appropriate coding schemes and support multi-level reliable storage space. We give an implementable design for the IZS code, which enables the MFTS system to have three salient advantages: (1) modify archived data through partial updates; (2) alter fault-tolerance level by constructing or disabling only parity nodes; and (3) reconstruct failed nodes via exact repairs. Thanks to the above functionalities, MFTS not only offers adjustable fault-tolerance levels to satisfy various application requirements, but also achieves optimized maintenance bandwidth. We implement the IZS(k þ i, k)-enabled MFTS in a commodity-based storage cluster, where i 2 {1, 2, 3}.
To quantify performance optimization, we compare MFTS with two storage clusters equipped with two Reed-Solomon codes. The experiments show that: (1) three schemes have comparable user-response-time performance in both the operational and degraded modes; (2) MFTS outperforms the other two alternatives by up to 26.1 and 23.7 percent under offline and online reconstructions, respectively. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. We review related work in Section 2. Section 3 presents the design issues of MFTS. Then, we develop an implementable design of IZS(k þ r, k) code for MFTS in Section 4. The availability analysis of MFTS can be found in Section 5. Section 6 provides the implementation details of MFTS. Section 7 presents functional tests and performance evaluation. Finally, Section 8 concludes the paper.
RELATED WORK
There are several research projects adopting multiple coding schemes within a storage system, including AUTORAID [12] , TSS [13] , RAIF [14] , DHIS system [15] , Panasas File System (PanFS) [16] , OceanStore [5] , etc. However, each of these systems has individual research motivations. For example, AUTORAID applies RAID-1 to hot data, whereas RAID-5 to cold data; TSS accomplishes the task of data migration between two different redundancy schemes based on access pattern; RAIF supports flexible per-file storage policies using a stackable file system which stacks on top of the combination of several file systems; DHIS system uses application-level hints to select customized placement and caching policies for the data; PanFS employs RAID-1 pattern to store small files, and disperses large files across multiple storage nodes in RAID-5 mode.
Conceptually, MFTS provides the most appropriate fault-tolerant storage spaces for various applications with specified reliability requirements. MFTS achieves such a flexibility by placing important data to storage nodes with high reliability. Most fault-tolerant storage systems using erasure codes apply one of the following two families of codes, namely, XOR-based RAID codes and Reed-Solomon codes. Existing storage systems based on RAID codes are unable to dynamically add a new redundancy scheme to upgrade the redundancy level. For example, owing to the specific parity layout of RAID-5 and RAID-6, it is burdensome to replace the 1-fault-tolerant RAID-5 layout by the 2-fault-tolerant RAID-6 one. As a generalization of RAID, systematic Reed-Solomon codes (RS codes) offer a good tradeoff between reliability and storage utilization [17] . As such, we adopt a systematic RS-like coding to develop a multi-level reliable storage system, i.e., MFTS.
The above-mentioned storage solutions hold two or more redundancy schemes in a system, providing transparent and reliable storage services for upper applications. These solutions can be accomplished at the hardware-level [12] , driver-level [13] , [15] and file-system-level [14] , [16] (see Table 1 , third column). Compared to the hardware or driver-level approach, a file-system-level scheme can support a flexible placement policy using the higher-level information, and per-file storage policies can help to quickly locate the unrecoverable faults. Therefore, we develop the prototype of MFTS at the file-system level.
Within storage virtualization, all data and I/O requests pass through virtualization devices in 'In-band' mode. Thus, AUTORAID, TSS, RAIF, and DHIS systems belong to 'In-band' mode (see Table 1 , fourth column). For example, RAIF is mounted atop the combination of networked, diskbased and memory-based file systems, all requests and data must be transferred via the RAIF Module. 'Out-of-band' is necessary and suitable for distributed storage clusters focusing on system scalability. In 'Out-of-band' mode, the host can directly read/write data from/to storage nodes, ensuring the system scalability. Therefore, we implement our multi-level storage system in 'Out-of-band' mode (see Fig. 1 ).
In this paper, we implement a prototype of MFTS in 'Out-of-band' mode at the file-system level, providing appropriate reliable storage space based on the specific reliability requirement of the application. In addition, MFTS not only simultaneously supports multiple fault-tolerance levels in commodity-based storage clusters, but also provides highly efficient transitions of fault-tolerance levels via only updating redundancy data.
FRAMEWORK OF A MULTI-LEVEL RELIABLE STORAGE CLUSTER
Now we describe the framework of our multi-level reliable storage, which selects an appropriate coding scheme for an application imposing specific reliability requirements.
Architecture
From users' perspective, MFTS offers a file system interface just like NFS. Underneath MFTS is a distributed storage system. Fig. 1 depicts the architecture of MFTS, which belongs to a commodity-based storage cluster. The metadata server manages the control information of the whole system, including information about the distribution of data blocks. When users access a file, the file-system client looks up the file-metadata from the metadata server. The storage nodes can manage low-level storage allocation themselves, which adopt the commodity hardware owing to IT investment. These storage nodes are assumed to be distributed. As to a certain (k þ r, k) erasure code, MFTS distributes the user data among the k systematic nodes (a.k.a., data nodes) and stores the redundancy data in the r parity nodes, achieving access parallelism. That is, data is typically stridden across multiple storage nodes to enable high aggregated I/O bandwidth. When the number of failed nodes is not greater than r (i.e., r), MFTS can still provide storage service to frontend users uninterruptedly.
Mapping Applications to Coding Schemes
Data of different applications are likely to exhibit various characteristics such as essential attributes and access patterns. Essential attributes include data importance and inherited attributes (e.g., read-only, writable, append-only, etc.); access patterns refer to access frequencies and I/O types (e.g., read-intensive or write-intensive). Each redundancy scheme has individual features with respect to faulttolerance, computation complexity, and storage utilization.
Our MFTS relies on a mapping algorithm to offer appropriate mappings between coding schemes and applications. Algorithm 1 shows how to map an application requirement to an appropriate coding scheme. Three principles are followed as follows. First, to choose redundancy schemes that can meet applications' specified reliability goals. For example, a storage cluster stores only original data for 'not important' data, and keeps an extra copy for 'important' data, and tolerates two failures for 'very important' data (see lines 3, 6 and 13, respectively). Second, to allocate a coding scheme with low computation complexity (e.g., Mirroring) for frequently accessed data (see line 8). Last, to assign a coding scheme with high storage utilization (e.g., RS codes) to less-frequently accessed data (see line 10).
To demonstrate how Algorithm 1 works, let us consider a special case where application requirements include 'data importance' and 'access frequency', and candidate coding schemes include Mirroring, RS(n, k), 'MirroringþRS(n,k)'. The RS(k, k) scheme partitions data into data blocks to be dispersed across multiple storage spaces without parity. Similar to RAID 1 þ 5 [18] , the 'Mirroring þ RS(n, k)' scheme stores an extra copy of all the data blocks except parity blocks. The mapping outcome obtained by Algorithm 1 is summarized in Table 2 . Note that the above special case (i.e., with factors of data importance and access frequency) can be extended to incorporate other factors, which may lead to more comprehensive and reasonable mappings.
In summary, as to infrequently accessed data, it is inclined to employ the coding scheme of high storage efficiency, e.g., RS(kþ1, k) and RS(k þ 2, k), and RS(k þ 1, k) or RS(k þ 2, k) is chosen according to the specific data importance. As to hot data which needs high performance, it is common to adopt the Mirroring scheme because of its no computation overhead and low response time. Especially, 'Mirroring', 'Mirroring þ RS(k þ 1, k)' or 'Mirroring þ Mirroring' is then chosen depending on the data importance. Although both Mirroring and RS(k þ 1, k) tolerate single failure, the former is good at access performance and the latter has higher storage efficiency.
Virtual Reliable Storage Space
From the viewpoint of management strategy, requirement-oriented data reliability is referred to provide an appropriate reliable scheme for each application. Each application data is logically stored in an independent storage space. Currently, storage systems usually map physical space to logical space by 'Volume', which is a key element of block-based storage virtualization. A use case of 'Volume' is RAID (e.g., RAID-1 can map two physical spaces to a logical space). Because networked storage service (e.g., cloud storage) usually offers a filebased access interface, it is natural to employ file-based data access to achieve a reliable storage system. That is, the block-level reliability strategy in disk array is shifted up to the file-level in cluster storage.
As shown in Fig. 2 , the multi-level reliable storage system is partitioned into three layers: application layer, data virtualization layer and storage resource layer. The application layer takes charge of the decision-making of the reliability strategy, and the data virtualization layer is responsible for the layout and organization of stored data. The physical storage resource is transparent to upper-level applications because of the virtualization layer. An important application with high access frequency is mapped to 'Mirroring þ RS(k þ 1, k)' scheme, meaning that two identical copies of the application data and a copy of the corresponding parity data are stored to underlying storage devices.
Put It All Together
In a storage cluster, we divide its storage nodes into several redundancy sets, which correspond to the storage groups shown in Fig. 6 . Each redundancy set constitutes an individual virtual reliable storage space adopting a special coding scheme (see Fig. 2 ). According to the mapping method, an application is directed to an appropriate redundancy set, then the application data are dispersed across multiple nodes which belong to the redundancy set, thereby meeting its reliability requirement.
As to fault-tolerant storage, it is necessary to consider three metrics as follows: recovery capability, maintenance overhead, and storage utilization. This study is especially concentrated on the maintenance/updating overhead of the multi-fault-tolerance-level storage system. The following three cases may result in updating issues: data modification, rebuilding of failed nodes, and transition of fault-tolerance level. Take fault-tolerance level-transition as an example, when upgrading the fault-tolerance level, traditional erasure codes entirely regenerate all new redundancy data rather than selectively generate a fraction of redundancy data. Thus it is necessary to consider the updating issue of redundancy schemes.
ERASURE CODES WITH OPTIMIZED MAINTENANCE BANDWIDTH
Background
Replication and erasure coding are the two primary redundancy schemes for the reliable storage system. Although data replication can achieve low response time, it is desirable that the distributed storage system efficiently employs the storage space and networking bandwidth. Erasure codes can reduce bandwidth by an order of magnitude in comparison with replication and provide higher storage space utilization for a given reliability level [19] . It is well known that an (n ¼ k þ r, k) erasure code can be used to store information in a distributed storage system with n nodes. If the code is maximum distance separable (MDS), the storage system can recover the original information from any k surviving nodes. If the code is a systematic code, the information is stored exclusively in the first k nodes, and the redundancy data are stored exclusively in the last r nodes, where r is a parameter that can describe the reliability level. RS codes are not only the MDS codes, but also belong to systematic codes [20] , [21] , [22] .
Within (n, k) erasure codes, if parameter n is different (e.g., n 1 , n 2 , with n 1 < n 2 ), then the fault-tolerance capability of (n 1 ; k) erasure code is weaker than that of (n 2 ; k) erasure code, and the storage utilization of (n 1 ; k) erasure code is higher than that of (n 2 ; k) erasure code (i.e., k=n 1 versus k=n 2 ). As described in Section 3.2, we associate the different coding schemes with different applications.
Issues of Maintenance Bandwidth
There exists an issue of maintenance bandwidth in erasurecoded storage-how much information is accessed for updating or rebuilding. Wu et al. [23] introduced a new class of erasure code (termed regenerating code) to enable efficient node repair. In [24] , a novel 'Twin-code framework' was proposed to enable repair-bandwidth minimization. But they offer less flexibility because of the restriction of n ! 2k.
There are three typical maintenance operations in the multi-level fault-tolerant storage: (1) modifying data, (2) rebuilding failed node(s), and (3) transition of fault-tolerance levels (i.e., storing the encoded data using another coding scheme). To address the maintenance issue, we introduce an MDS array code named IZS code [11] to the design of MFTS and propose an implementable design for the IZS code, thereby enabling MFTS to achieve low maintenance bandwidth: (1) when a data block is modified, the parity block(s) can be exactly updated without accessing any other data blocks; (2) when any of the parity nodes are erased, the parity node can be rebuilt efficiently because of its simple encoding procedure; (3) if any of the data nodes are erased, the information node can be rebuilt by accessing about 1=r of all the surviving data blocks; (4) to downgrade or upgrade the fault-tolerance level, MFTS simply discards or generates the parity node, respectively.
Intersecting Zigzag Sets Codes
The maintenance/updating operations in MFTS include data modification, reconstruction of failed nodes, and transition of the fault-tolerance level. As to data modification, it is expected that the erasure code may efficiently update the parity blocks. The decoding efficiency of a coding scheme may significantly influence the reconstruction time. As to level-transition, we restrict the modification to the redundant data, so MFTS can keep the same information data after changing the fault-tolerance level. To optimize the maintenance/updating performance, it is important to ensure the number of accessed data is minimal. Aiming at the design goal of minimizing maintenance bandwidth, we develop a set of coding algorithms, including construction, modification, level-transition, and reconstruction.
IZS codes were proposed by Tamo et al. [11] . The IZS codes provide a solid theoretical foundation for the design and implementation of our MFTS. In this paper, we present the first implementable design for the IZS codes in storage clusters. Our IZS implementation relies on the coding algorithm of the RS codes.
Let A ¼ ða i;j Þ be an array of size p Â k. A column is also called a node, and each entry is an information element. In order to retain the MDS property and minimize the maintenance bandwidth in the network, each information element in A should appear exactly once in each parity column. In this section we give the general algorithm of construction and reconstruction for (k þ r, k) MDS code, show how to modify information data, and show how to upgrade or downgrade the fault-tolerance level in MFTS. Before presenting the algorithms in pseudo-code, we summarize the symbols used in the algorithms in Table 3 .
The construction consists of two steps: first choosing the appropriate parity sets, and then determining the coefficients in the linear combinations in order to make sure that the constructed code is an MDS code. Thus, IZS is an RSlike code, where the parity is simply appended to the source data in a systematic mode, and the parity is the linear combination of source data elements. Particularly, the first parity column is the sum of each row of A. The construction process is given in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 3 illustrates the procedure of data modification. It is observed that r þ 1 reads (i.e., reading r old parity elements and one old information element) and r þ 1 writes (i.e., writing r new parity elements and one new information element) are needed to modify a single information element a i;j , without reading any other information data. Thus, such an updating is deterministic and partial.
Algorithm 4 presents the pseudo-code of level-transition. When the fault-tolerance level decreases, MFTS will discard only some parity nodes (see line 7), which means that MFTS responds to the I/O requests using the coding scheme offering low fault-tolerance level after level degradation. On the other hand, MFTS must generate the extra parity nodes using the construction procedure to improve the reliability (see line 3). No matter which case, the elements in the 
It is a conventional wisdom to transfer large packets to improve network bandwidth utilization; that is, it is inclined to adopt a small row number (i.e., parameter p). Therefore, we choose code-duplication mechanism [11] to increase the number of columns. Algorithm 6 gives the pseudo-code of a 2-duplication-based (2k þ 2, 2k) code.
Algorithm 7 lists the reconstruction procedure of the 2-duplication-based (2k þ 2, 2k) code. If an information node fails, about a little more than 1/2 of the surviving elements are needed to reconstruct the failed information node.
Assume the size of array A is 4 Â 4. We use 2-duplication scheme (see Algorithm 6) to construct a (6,4) MDS code with array size 4 Â 6. As show in Fig. 3 , the shaded elements should be accessed to reconstruct the failed systematic node C 0 according to Algorithm 7. We employ the 2-duplication IZS(6, 4) code in the comparative reconstruction experiment where the fault-tolerance level is 2-erasures.
Amount of Data Used for Reconstruction
Since a single erasure is more likely to happen than r ! 2 concurrent erasures, we take single-node reconstruction as an example. Especially, we compare the number of elements needed to be accessed to rebuild a systematic node.
According to the reconstruction procedure listed in Algorithm 7, we can get the number of elements in 2-duplication (k þ 2, k) MDS code:
With the original property of MDS codes, a user can read any k nodes to reconstruct a failed node. That is: The data-amount ratio R data is:
AVAILABILITY ANALYSIS
A handful of studies focus on node-oriented availability analysis for replicated systems using Markov models (for example, [25] ), whereas many disk-oriented availability models are developed for RAIDs [26] , [27] . Now we describe a node-oriented model for RS-coded storage. Our model extends the existing disk-oriented model by considering IZS coding in the context of storage clusters.
Availability Model
The MFTS system is built using a collection of storage nodes, thus MFTS achieves high reliability through redundant nodes. We assume a node consists of disk drives, a network interface controller, and a power supply. Similar assumptions can be found in [28] . Each component inside a node has no duplicated one, meaning that the node fails if any one of these components encounter failures. Each data strip is stored on one disk in a storage node. The reliability of RS-coded storage can be estimated using a Markov model [29] , [30] . Let m and denote the repair rate and failure rate of a storage node, respectively. An MDS-coded storage system can be recovered to the fully operational state from any failure state excluding the Data Loss state (i.e., Reconstruction-in-Parallel or Concurrent Rebuild) [31] ; the state transition probability is m. Fig. 4 shows the Markov chain model for the RS(k þ r, k) code. In this model, we assume that systems do not encounter any hard error during a rebuilding process of r failed nodes. State '0' represents a state in which all storage nodes are operational. State '1' and 'r' denote one and r failures, respectively. The probability of state transition from '0' to '1' is ðk þ rÞ, because there must be at least (k þ r) failed nodes before the system transits into the first failure state.
Since our MFTS can accomplish node recovery in a reconstruction-in-parallel way, the mean time to repair (MTTR) a storage node relies on its node capacity. Usually, MTTR is much shorter than the mean time between failures or MTBF (see, for example, Table 4 ). That is, we have ( m. Markov models are widely applied to analyze the mean time to data loss or MTTDL of storage systems. Using the canonical Markov model, we obtain the MTTDL value of an RS(k þ 1, k)-coded redundancy set (see Eq. (4)). Similarly, MTTDL of the redundancy set using RS(k þ 2, k) or RS(k þ 3, k) can be expressed by Eqs. (5) and (6), respectively:
Analysis of the Coding Schemes
Let us assume that both MTTF and MTTR of a storage node in MFTS follow the exponential distribution (i.e., ¼ 1=MTTF node , m ¼ 1=MTTR node ). MTTF disk of the Seagate SV35.5 Series SATA drive specified in the product datasheet is approximately 1,000,000 hours [32] . For disks that are less than five years old, the replacement rate is larger than the vendor-specified MTTF by a factor of 2 $ 10 [33] . Therefore, we let MTTF disk be 100,000 hours to consider the worst case. A study [34] reveals that the annual failure rate (AFR) of disks is about 20 percent of that of a low-end storage system (i.e., MTTF node % 0:2 Â MTTF disk ¼ 20;000 hours).
We analyze the reliability of an RS-coded storage cluster where k equals to 4 (the system reliability can be easily quantified in the case of k 6 ¼ 4). Table 4 summarizes all the parameters for the availability model of an RS(n, k)-coded storage system. We apply Eqs. (4), (5), and (6) to calculate the MTTDL values (see Table 5 ). Apart from MTTDL, the table also lists the corresponding storage utilization. Fig. 5 shows the reliability levels of six reliable storage systems. For example, AUTORAID [12] , TSS [13] , DHIS system [15] , and PanFS [16] tolerate a single node failure. RAIF [14] can tolerate two failed nodes. Theoretically, the (k þ r, k) erasure codes can tolerate r ¼ 4 failures. However, there is no incentive to adopt RS(k þ 4,k) because RS(6,4) and RS (7,4) in a 4-TB storage cluster have an MTTDL value of 3.04 Â 10 5 and 1:74 Â 10 8 years, respectively (see Table 5 ). Furthermore, a handful of well-known storage systems like Hadoop [2] and GFS [1] maintain three copies for each file, tolerating two failures. Therefore, it is sufficient to employ the 3-fault-tolerant coding schemes codes for reliable storage systems. We implement the MFTS system using the IZS (k þ 3, k) coding scheme, which includes the IZS(k þ 1, k), IZS(k þ 2, k), and IZS(k þ 3, k) codes. Hence, MFTS can dynamically adjust fault-tolerance levels (i.e., fault-tolerance level r 2 f1; 2; 3g).
PROTOTYPE OF MFTS
We implemented an MFTS prototype using FUSE [35] , a framework for building file systems in user-space. Fig. 6 shows an overview of MFTS's architecture. In our design, MFTS is a stackable file system which is located above local file systems; thus the global page cache can automatically cache both systematic data and redundancy data. The MFTS client takes charge of fault-tolerant operations (e.g., encoding, decoding, and level-transition) and dissemination of coded data, and provides a different reliable storage space to the upper applications. The metadata server is responsible for mapping coding schemes, rebuilding failed nodes, and collecting workloads besides the usual metadata management. Storage nodes are divided into different groups; each group offers appropriate fault-tolerant storage space to individual applications.
Interactive API
The MFTS metadata server provides storage access API to the file-system client. The API supports several file operations (e.g., create, read, write, delete, and repair, etc.) and i-node operations (e.g., lookup, update, etc.). Storage nodes respond to the I/O requests from the metadata server and file-system client. The clients use mfts_create to create new files, specifying a target location which has a specific fault-tolerance level. Operation mfts_read returns file data by reading data from storage nodes and decoding erasurecoded data when needed. Using the mfts_write operation allows the storing of new or modified file data to storage nodes and updating of the file-metadata on metadata server. Operation mfts_rewrite carries out the data modification by Algorithm 3. Operation mfts_rebuild reconstructs the failed systematic node by Algorithm 7 or the failed parity node by Algorithm 6. In multi-level fault-tolerant system, it is necessary to upgrade/downgrade the fault-tolerance level of a storage group to achieve the appropriate reliability capability. Operation mfts_level accomplishes it.
Fault-Tolerant Module
Fault-tolerant Module carries out erasure encoding on the data passed from the MFTS client or decoding on the encoded data gathered from the storage nodes via Dissemination Module. The encoding and decoding operations refer to the write and read requests, respectively. Particularly, the module can deal with the following request types: mfts_create, mfts_read, mfts_write, and mfts_level. For example, operation mfts_level generates the parity column C 5 using the construction procedure listed in Algorithm 6 when the fault-tolerance level r increases from 1 to 2, i.e., IZS(5, 4) ! IZS (6, 4) . On the contrary, mfts_level simply discards the parity column C 5 when the coding scheme IZS(6, 4) is replaced by IZS (5, 4) . Thus, IZS(k þ 2, k) can be seamlessly downgraded to IZS(k þ 1, k) with minimum maintenance overhead.
Rebuilding Module
When the metadata server discovers a failed node through Failure Monitor Module, the rebuilding operation will be invoked. Take IZS(k þ 2, k) as an example. If a systematic node fails, a replacement node is rebuilt by a reconstruction process in Algorithm 5. If the parity node C k fails, a replacement node is the row sum of all the systematic nodes. If parity node C kþ1 fails, a replacement node is rebuilt using the construction procedure in Algorithm 2. In the case of 2-erasures in IZS(k þ 2, k), the rebuilding is sightly more complex. It is required to read all data blocks in k surviving nodes fC 1 ; C 2 ; . . . ; C k g when both systematic node C 0 and parity node C kþ1 are erased. Node C 0 can be reconstructed from both surviving systematic nodes fC 1 ; C 2 ; . . . ; C kÀ1 g and parity node C k leveraging the rule that the first parity column is the sum of each row of A. Then, parity node C kþ1 can be recovered using Algorithm 2. The rebuilding process is transparent to the foreground applications, so MFTS clients can provide an online storage service to the applications during the reconstruction.
Coding Scheme Mapping Module
This module completes the function of mapping from an application to an appropriate coding scheme (see Section 3.2). At the heart of the coding scheme mapping module is a workload collector, which intently collects workload information when MFTS client issues I/O requests. The workload information is used to quantify the access frequency of application data. Data importance is designated manually by system administrators. According to the access frequency and data importance, the module decides an appropriate coding scheme for the application data. The resulting coding scheme will activate Fault-tolerant Module to fulfill the task of encoding or decoding.
In the module implementation, access frequency is measured as the number of I/O accesses within a specified time period. For example, let us consider an array H of a file's access frequency; each record in H is logged once every 6 hours. Suppose we have H ¼ {150, 120, 120, 80, 20, 10, 20, 10}, the access-frequency array indicates that the file has a high access frequency on the first day (see the first four records in H) and its access frequency is fairly low on the second day (see the last four records in H).
EVALUATION
In this section, we first test MFTS's functionalities. Then, we evaluate its performance using workload of real-world applications (e.g., web search).
Experimental Environment
In our testbed, a metadata server and an MFTS client are built from two server-level machines. The metadata server is a Dell server (PowerEdge R710) with two Intel Xeon E5620 @2.40 GHz (four cores) CPUs, and 8 GB DDR3 RAM. The MFTS client is a SuperMicro server with two Intel Xeon X5560 @2.67 GHz (six cores) CPUs, 12 GB DDR3 RAM, and its memcpy() and XOR speeds are 4.45 and 1.68 GBps, respectively. The operating system running on both the Dell and SuperMicro servers is Fedora 12 X86 64 (Kernel 2.6.32). There are 12 PC-level machines serving as the storage nodes of MFTS. Each storage node is composed of a 3.2 GHz Intel Core Duo processor (E5800), 2 GB DDR3 memory, and Intel G41 Chipset Mainboard with on board integrated Gigabit Ethernet interface. All disks attached in the storage nodes are WD1002FBYS SATA2. The operating system running on the storage nodes is Linux Ubuntu 10.04 X86 64 (Kernel 2.6.32). All the machines (i.e., storage nodes, a server, and a client) are connected by a WS-C3750G-24TS-S Cisco(R) switch with 24 Ethernet ports.
Evaluation Methodology
Both MFTS's functionalities and performance are evaluated in our experiments. The functionality tests include reading files in the presence of failed nodes (see Section 7.3.2), rebuilding a failed node (see Section 7.3.3), and upgrading fault-tolerance levels. For example, we follow four steps to test accessing files in degraded mode. First, we write a media file (abc.avi) using the mfts_write API. Second, we make a systematic node out of operation. Third, we use the mfts_read API to read the remaining encoded files and create a new file (abc_decoded.avi). Finally, we run the diff command to verify that 'abc_decoded.avi' is identical to the original 'abc. avi'. We apply the procedures similar to the above four steps to test the functionalities of node rebuilding and fault-tolerance-level transition.
We compare IZS-based MFTS with two storage clusters equipped with the Vandermonde Reed-Solomon (VRS) [20] and the Cauchy Reed-Solomon codes (CRS) [36] ; the reason is two-fold. First, the implementation of IZS code relies on the coding algorithm of RS codes; Second, it is unwise to adopt XOR-based RAID codes or three-way replication to implement the MFTS system-as to RAID codes, it is of high I/O overhead to upgrade the 1-fault-tolerant RAID-5 layout to the two-fault-tolerant RAID-6 one due to the specific parity layout of RAID-5 and RAID-6; for the latter, three-way replication has low storage utilization. We implement the VRS and CRS codes using the Zfec [37] and Jerasure [38] libraries, respectively. It is worth noting that Zfec and Jerasure are currently the fastest implementation of VRS and CRS, respectively [39] . It is suggested that a configuration of 'r ¼ 3' can achieve sufficient MTTDL for the archival storage [7] ; both four-way replication and (k þ 3, k) erasure coding have similar reliability [6] . Thus, we set parameter r to be 3 in the following tests.
To evaluate the I/O performance of MFTS, a trace replayer is run on the SuperMicro server, which serves as multiple concurrent users and issues the I/O requests to the Fault-tolerant Module according the time-stamp recorded in the workload trace file. The Dissemination Module disperses/gathers coded data to/from storage nodes through TCP connections. We use the real-world traceWebSearch2.spc or Web-2-to drive the trace replayer. Web-2 trace was collected from a popular search engine [40] . Its write ratio is 0.02 percent, IOPS is 298, and average request size is 15.07 KB. We evaluate the online reconstruction performance of MFTS using the Web-2 trace.
There exists an access mode called synchronized reads within the node reconstruction. This access mode may result in a throughput collapse problem, which motivates us to address the TCP-Incast issue of cluster-based storage systems in general and MFTS in particular. We denote the request unit issued by a spare storage node as Storage Request Unit (SRU), which contains multiple data blocks. We use average response time as the I/O performance metric, and both reconstruction time and average user response time to evaluate the online reconstruction performance.
Performance Results
In this study, we mainly focus on both encoding and decoding performances of IZS-based MFTS system, because both encoding and decoding operations dominate all the read/write procedures (e.g., R/W in fail-free case, R/W in degraded mode, and R/W under reconstruction).
Data Encoding Performance
When the MFTS system is about to upgrade the fault-tolerance level, a new parity node should be created as soon as possible. The time spent in creating the parity node is determined by three primary factors: encoding performance, network latency, and storage I/O bandwidth. To evaluate the impact of encoding on the performance, we conduct a set of comparative tests on the SuperMicro server using coding schemes IZS(4 þ i, 4), CRS(4 þ i, 4) and VRS(4 þ i, 4), where i 2 {1, 2, 3}. Fig. 7 gives the encoding performance. We vary block size to study the sensitivity of the coding schemes to data block size, with (n, k) ¼ (7, 4) . Fig. 7b illustrates the encoding performance of three schemes when data block size is varied from 1 to 32 KB.
As shown in Fig. 7a , the encoding performance of IZS anywhere is between those of VRS and CRS when r 2. CRS is better than both IZS and VRS because CRS converts expensive multiplications into efficient XOR operations (see Table 6 for operations involved in the three coding schemes). From Fig. 7b , two observations are apparent: First, both IZS (7, 4) and CRS (7, 4) are noticeably better than VRS (7, 4) ; Second, the block size has sight impact on the encoding performance for a specific (k þ 3, k) erasure code.
To measure performance effect of network and storage bandwidth, we use the API mfts_write to issue write requests of 640 MB to the storage nodes powered by the various coding schemes. The writing procedure mainly consists of four steps: (1) reading original file data from the SuperMicro server; (2) encoding the data; (3) transferring the encoded data to the storage nodes; and (4) writing the encoded data into the nodes. Fig. 8 shows the results of the writing process powered by the three coding schemes. Fig. 8 shows that the write performance of IZS is very close to those of CRS and VRS. Time spent in writing data consists of four components: (1) reading, (2) encoding, (3) transferring over the network, and (4) writing to the storage nodes. The encoding time only accounts for a small portion of the total time within the networked storage. For example, in the case of IZS(6, 4), CRS (6, 4) , and VRS(6, 4), the encoding time accounts about 5.4 $ 8.7 percent. Although CRS (6, 4) has faster encoding performance than that of IZS (6, 4) by a factor of 1.51 (see Fig. 7a ), the write performance of CRS (6, 4) is almost the same as that of IZS(6, 4) (i.e., only improved by 2 percent). This observation implies that both network latency and storage bandwidth play a dominated role in affecting the I/O performance of the MFTS system.
User Response Time in Degraded Mode
To support uninterrupted storage services, the MFTS system must be able to decode data stored on a failed node even in the presence of any failed storage node, that is, it can respond to I/O requests before having the failed node reconstructed. We pay attention to the impact of data block size on decoding performance and; thus, we measure average user response time when data block size S b is set to 16, 24, 32, 48 , and 64 KB, respectively. Table 7 shows the average user response times of IZS (6, 4) , CRS (6, 4) , and VRS (6, 4) in degraded mode when the Web-2 trace is replayed.
Two observations are evident from Table 7 . First, the average user response times of the three coding schemes in the degraded mode are very close to each other. Second, the three coding schemes are insensitive to data block size in the networked storage environment (see Section 7.3.1 for the reason).
With respect to decoding, IZS reads fewer elements from surviving storage nodes than CRS or VRS when a request covers more than three elements. The probability distribution of workload indicates that IZS should achieve better performance than CRS and VRS in average user response time. However, our empirical results are inconsistent with the statistic analysis. The inconsistency lies in the fact that read requests directed to a surviving node are not contiguous in IZS, which causes extra disk access latency.
Reconstruction Performance
The reconstruction procedure is closely related to system reliability. Reconstruction schemes fall into two categories-offline and online reconstruction schemes. Under offline reconstruction, storage systems devote all resource to reconstruct failed node(s). In the case of online reconstruction, storage systems can respond to I/O requests issued by foreground applications during the reconstruction process. In this group of experiments, we limit the capacity of each storage node to 10 GB, which is large enough to cover the footprint of the workloads.
We conduct experiments to evaluate both the offline and online reconstruction cases of IZS(6, 4), CRS (6, 4) , and VRS (6, 4) , with the data block size of 16 KB. The online reconstruction is driven by the Web-2 trace, which has been widely used in the evaluation of online reconstruction techniques [41] , [42] . The Web-2 trace represents the read-intensive application. When read requests are located on a failed data node, the required data block will be reconstructed by retrieving k ¼ 4 surviving blocks. Table 8 details average user response time, reconstruction time, and transferred data amount of the coding schemes during the reconstruction process. In this set of experiments, k, r, and RTO are set to 4, 2, and 200 ms, respectively. Here RTO denotes the retransmission timeout of TCP network. The block size and SRU are 16 and 256 KB, respectively. It is shown that IZS outperforms CRS and VRS under offline reconstruction by a factor of 1.261 and 1.271, respectively; and IZS improves the performance of CRS and VRS in the online reconstruction case by a factor of 1.237 and 1.252, respectively. The online reconstruction is slower than the offline counterpart (e.g., the reconstruction times of IZS in offline and online cases are 291 and 409 seconds, respectively), because an online reconstruction process must share CPU and I/O bandwidth with applications. Table 8 also shows that IZS merely increases the response time of CRS and VRS by 9.1 and 5.7 percent, respectively. Such marginal increases are induced by a set of non-contiguous disk reads in IZS, and non-contiguous disk reads give rise to extra disk access latency [43] .
Sensitiveness to SRU Size
To evaluate the impact of block size on reconstruction performance, we conduct two sets of experiments to measure reconstruction time and average user response time respectively using fixed SRU (i.e., SRU ¼ 256 KB) and varied SRU (i.e., SRU ¼ 4 Â p Â S b ). Figs. 9 and 10 plot the results of tests driven by the Web-2 trace with fixed and varied SRU, respectively.
From Table 7 and Fig. 9a , it is observed that the average response times in the degraded mode is less than those in the online reconstruction mode, because the storage and network bandwidth are shared by both the user and reconstruction I/O requests in the online case. Fig. 9 shows that if SRU is fixed, reconstruction time and average user response time are sightly sensitive to data block size. For example, the average response time of CRS (6, 4) varies from 15.4 to 16.0 ms; the reconstruction time varies from 490 to 506 seconds. In contrast, Fig. 10 shows that if SRU is changing, the reconstruction time and average response time are rather sensitive to the data block size. For instance, when the block size goes up, the reconstruction time decreases, whereas the response time increases. The average response time increases because the reconstruction process consumes significant network and storage bandwidth when SRU is large.
Figs. 9a and 10a indicate that IZS has slightly longer average user response time than those of CRS and VRS. As mentioned in Section 7.3.3, the reason is that the IZS coding leads to some non-contiguous disk reads.
Figs. 9b and 10b show that IZS improves the reconstruction performance over CRS by anywhere between 23.7 and 30.6 percent, and IZS improves the reconstruction performance over VRS by anywhere between 25.2 and 32.6 percent. The reason why IZS can reduce reconstruction time is that IZS merely needs to read 30 GB data from surviving storage nodes. Note that 30 GB is 3=4 of the data volume accessed by CRS or VRS (see Eq. (3)).
Impact of TCP-Incast
Recall that MFTS is a clustered storage system, where storage nodes are connected via Ethernet/IP switches. In this experiment, we study the TCP Incast congestion issue. When rebuilding a failed storage node in MFTS, data packets (i.e., SRU) are fetched in parallel from surviving nodes. The subsequent rebuilding-read request will not be issued until the rebuilding node has received all the data packets for the current request. Phanishayee et al. discovered that such synchronized reads over TCP/IP network may result in the Incast problem [44] .
We measure the goodput performance (i.e., throughput observed by applications) of MFTS when the number of storage nodes is varied from 1 to 12, and the block size is set to 64 KB; the SRU size is the product of block size and number of rows (e.g., 256 KB ¼ 64 KB Â 4). Fig. 11 shows that when RTO is 200 ms, there is a throughput collapse where the goodput sharply drops when the number of storage node is 6. However, the Incast impact can be mitigated by adopting high-resolution retransmission (e.g., RTO ¼ 200 m) [45] . Table 9 illustrates the impact of parameter k on reconstruction speed of IZS, CRS, and VRS. The reconstruction speed is calculated as the total amount of reconstructed data divided by reconstruction time. In this experiment, k is set to 4, 6, and 8, respectively; with parameters r ¼ 2, RTO ¼ 200 ms, and IOPS ¼ 150. We observe that the Incast problem can deteriorate the reconstruction performance of all the three schemes. The parameter k significantly affects reconstruction speed in the Incast scenario. For example, the reconstruction speeds of VRS (6, 4) , VRS (8, 6 ) and VRS (10, 8) are 839.0, 385.8, and 308.4 Mbps, respectively.
The reconstruction-performance improvements of IZS over CRS and VRS become more prominent as k increases. For instance, IZS speeds up the reconstruction time over CRS by a factor of 122.6, 202.5, and 224.0 percent when k is 4, 6, and 8, respectively. Here 122.6% ¼ 0.92 Â (4/3), 4/3 is the data-amount ratio when k ¼ 4 and r ¼ 2 (see Eq. (3)). The Incast problem is caused by insufficient buffer capacity in switches to handle large influx of packets in many-to-one communications. Compared with the VRS and CRS codes, IZS reduces the number of accessed data blocks, thereby weakening the requirement of buffer space in switches and optimizing the synchronized reads potentially.
A Summary of Observations
Important observations drawn from the above experimental results are summarized as follows:
The write performance of IZS is close to those of CRS and VRS; both network latency and storage bandwidth play a dominated role in write performance for networked reliable storage systems; The average response times of the three coding schemes (i.e., CRS, VRS, and IZS) in the degraded mode are very close to each other; IZS outperforms CRS and VRS in the offline reconstruction case by a factor of 1.261 and 1.271, respectively; and IZS improves the performance of CRS and VRS in the online reconstruction case by a factor of 1.237 and 1.252, respectively; The reconstruction-performance improvements of IZS over CRS and VRS become more prominent in the TCP-Incast scenario than in the non-Incast scenario.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
To meet various reliability requirements of applications, we design a multi-level fault-tolerant storage system called MFTS to offer multiple fault-tolerance levels at run time. The MFTS system employs the Reed-Solomon-like codes (IZS codes) with optimized maintenance bandwidth. MFTS has three salient features. First, it enables mapping of the most appropriate fault-tolerant schemes to applications with individual reliability requirements. Second, it dynamically adjusts fault-tolerance levels if an application's reliability requirement is changing. Fault-tolerance levels are upgraded or downgraded in MFTS by simply constructing or discarding parity nodes. Third, it improves the maintenance performance, which reduces time spent in reconstructing any failed storage node, modifying the archived data, and altering fault-tolerance levels.
MFTS achieves good maintenance performance owing to three techniques. First, the archived data are modified through partial updates, which makes the updating overhead in MFTS very small. Second, the node reconstruction is performed through exact repairs, which enable the reconstruction traffic to be minimized. Third, the fault-tolerance level is altered by constructing or disabling only parity nodes. The experimental results also validate the performance optimization-MFTS can significantly improve the reconstruction performance in both offline and online reconstruction cases, and the improvement becomes more prominent in the TCP-Incast scenario.
We implemented the MFTS system in a small-scale storage cluster. We also addressed potential challenges in applying MFTS to large-scale networked storage systems. For example, synchronized reads may lead to the Incast problem; both network and storage bandwidths rather than encoding/decoding speed dominate the I/O performance of large-scale clusters. In the future, we will evaluate the MFTS system in a large-scale storage cluster, where the number k of data nodes is greater than 16 [6] , [7] . 
